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Interoffice Memorandum 

Police Department 

TO: 	Ray Black, Chief of Police 

THRU: 	Dexter Williams, Assistant Chief of Police 

FROM: 	Sergeant Rachel Patters, Internal Affairs 

DATE: 	May 20, 2013 

SUBJECT: Final Memo IA 13-05 

On March 13, 2013 Mr. Benson Kinney filed a formal written complaint to the 
Office of Internal Affairs alleging Excessive Use of Force. This investigator 
contacted Mr. Kinney who advised that he had been arrested by Officer Troy 
Montgomery on March 9, 2013. He stated that due to Officer Montgomery being 
a K-9 unit and unable to transport him, Officer Lee Coel was assigned as the 
transporting officer. He advised that while in the backseat of Officer Coel’s 
vehicle, Officer Coel raised the heat and refused to lower the windows resulting 
in Mr. Kinney almost losing consciousness. Mr. Kinney stated that once he 
arrived at the Hollywood booking facility, Officer CoeI grabbed his thumb in an 
aggressive manner, pushed him to the ground, and put his knee into Mr. Kinney’s 
back. He further advised that while being transported from the Hollywood 
booking facility to the Broward County Jail, Officer Coe[ lowered the windows in 
the vehicle and was traveling at a speed of 100 mph on 1-95. Due to the 
allegations, Police Chief Ray Black authorized an Internal Investigation into the 
matter. 

Complainant’s Testimony 

April 9, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Mr. Benson Kinney who reported 
that on March 9, 2013 he was arrested at his residence by Officer Troy 
Montgomery. Mr. Kinney advised that due to Officer Montgomery being a K-9 unit 
and unable to transport him, Officer Coel transported him to several locations. He 
stated that he was first taken to an unknown location near a fire station, which 
was later determined to be the Multiservice Complex, located at 6700 Miramar 
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Parkway. At that location Officer Montgomery completed the arrest paperwork, 
which was then transferred to Officer Coel. Mr. Kinney stated that while he was in 
the back seat of Officer Coel’s vehicle, the handcuffs were on extremely tight. Mr. 
Kinney stated that due to having wide shoulders, Officer Coel had placed 2 sets 
of handcuffs on him. He advised that Officer Coel turned on the vehicle’s heat to 
the ’high" setting and raised the windows, causing him to fall over in the seat. 
After being at this location for over an hour, Mr. Kinney advised that Officer Coe[ 
drove him to the Hollywood Police Department at a very high rate of speed, with 
the vehicle windows rolled down. 

Mr. Kinney advised that when he entered the Hollywood booking facility, an 
unknown balding, heavy-set deputy stated "Hey, what are you doing back here?" 
Mr. Kinney stated that he did not respond and was guided by Officer Coel toward 
grey benches near a wall. He advised that Officer Coe[ pretended to uncuff him, 
but "he grabbed me and, like, started twisting my thumb and twisting my wrist." 
He stated that his "wrist was already raw... .could see the skin was swollen and 
broken." Mr. Kinney further advised "There’s no room between my wrists and the 
cuffs. And, urn, I went down. I yelled, and I was like, "Ah." I went down. That’s 
when he grabbed me by my -- by my arms, sent his arm through my arm, and 
picked me up, like this, by my arms, pushed me back down, and jumped in my back 
with his knee. And he grabbed me, I think, again and pulled me up, and told me, 
"Oh, you being a -- and they kicking me out." Mr. Kinney advised that no deputies 
came over to assist and that there were no other officers or arrestees in the 
immediate area at the time of the incident. Mr. Kinney stated that they then left 
the Hollywood facility and Officer Coe[ transported him to the main jail at a high 
rate of speed with the vehicles’ windows rolled down. 

Mr. Kinney stated that he responded to Memorial Hospital on March 10, 2013 
after his release from jail. He stated that he could not use his hand and that the 
skin was broken. He stated that his wrists were raw, red, and swollen and that his 
bone was "real big." Mr. Kinney stated that x-rays were taken and revealed no 
broken bones, just bruising. He advised that the emergency room doctor utilized 
the stethoscope on his back and felt some knots in his upper and lower back, 
and neck. Since he did not have insurance, Mr. Kinney advised that the doctor 
told him "We can’t x-ray your whole body." This investigator asked Mr. Kinney if 
he had any pre-existing injuries of any kind, to which he stated "No." Mr. Kinney 
agreed to sign an Authorization of Disclosure of Hospital Information and 
consented to the release of his medical records. 

Witness Testimony 

April 6, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Corrections Deputy Lucretia Grant. 
On the date of the incident, Deputy Grant was assigned to the Hollywood 
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booking facility. She was inside of the main office area when Officer Coel and Mr. 
Kinney arrived. Mr. Kinney was "being loud and yelling gibberish." She observed 
Officer Coel standing near the far north wall inside of the facility and attempting 
to remove the handcuffs from Mr. Kinney. She heard Mr. Kinney start yelling and 
he began to resist Officer Coel and drop his body weight. She observed Officer 
Coel place his knee on Mr. Kinney’s back in an attempt to brace and uncuff him. 
Deputy Grant noticed nothing out of the ordinary as Officer Coel attempted to 
uncuff Mr. Kinney; however she heard him yelling "ouch" several times. At that 
time Sergeant Falowski made the decision that Mr. Kinney would need to be 
booked at the main jail, as his actions were creating a disturbance. Officer Coel 
and Mr. Kinney then exited the facility. 

Joseph Smith- Broward Sheriff’s Office 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Corrections Deputy Joseph Smith. 
On the date of the incident, Deputy Smith was assigned to the Hollywood 
booking facility. He was inside of the main office area when Officer Coel and Mr. 
Kinney arrived. Mr. Kinney was being loud and Deputy Smith told him that he 
"looked familiar." The shift sergeant, Sergeant Falowski, advised that due to Mr. 
Kinney’s behavior and facility staffing levels, he would have to be booked at the 
main jail. Deputy Smith did not witness any type of altercation or anything out of 
the ordinary occur between Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney. 

.JlI tZsSergeant Jason Falowski- Browa rd Sheriff’s Office 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Corrections Sergeant Jason 
Falowski. On the date of the incident, Sergeant Falowski was assigned as the 
supervisor at the Hollywood booking facility. He was inside of the main office 
area when Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney arrived. He observed Mr. Kinney being 
"loud, belligerent, and threatening towards staff and the officer." Since the 
satellite facilities do not accept violent or belligerent inmates, Sergeant Falowski 
made the decision to refuse Mr. Kinney and have him respond to the main jail for 
booking. He did not observe any physical confrontation between Officer Coel and 
Mr. Kinney. 

May 2, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Officer Troy Montgomery. On the 
night of the incident he was on routine patrol in the area of Fairway Park. He 
observed a 4 door sedan parked on the side of a residence next to a privacy 
fence, with only the parking lights illuminated. The vehicle was occupied by 2 
subjects who were lying back in the seats and lowering themselves in an attempt 
to elude him. Officer Montgomery drove around the block and then activated his 
emergency lights and alley light in order to illuminate the suspicious vehicle. As 
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Officer Montgomery was notifying the dispatcher that he had located a suspicious 
vehicle, the driver of the vehicle exited, threw his hands in the air and stated 
"What the fuck?" Officer Montgomery gave the driver, later identified as Mr. 
Benson Kinney numerous verbal commands to return to the vehicle. Mr. Kinney 
then stated "Fuck you," closed the door to the vehicle and proceeded towards the 
residence, attempting to enter through a locked garage door. Mr. Kinney then 
started reciting case law and said that the officer had no reason to stop him. 
Officer Montgomery advised Mr. Kinney that he was obstructing his investigation. 
Mr. Kinney then threw himself onto the ground and stated "Go ahead, take me to 
jail." Mr. Kinney was then handcuffed by Officer Montgomery without incident. 
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Kinney’s sister arrived on scene and asked him "What did 
you do now?" Mr. Kinney refused to provide Officer Montgomery with any 
information as to his identity. Officer Montgomery located Mr. Kinney’s wallet, 
which contained information regarding his identity. This information was verified 
by both Mr. Kinney’s sister and the DAVID database. Mr. Kinney’s sister stated 
that Mr. Kinney did not live at that location and "his driver’s license says he lives 
here, but he does not live with me." 

Officer Montgomery advised that he was unable to transport Mr. Kinney due to 
his K-9; therefore Officer Coel transported Mr. Kinney to the Multiservice 
Complex. They were at the location for approximately 30 minutes and during that 
time Officer Montgomery completed the Arrest Affidavit and Offense Incident 
Report. While at that location Officer Montgomery and Officer Coe[ were parked 
side-by-side. Officer Montgomery did not observe Officer Coe[ turn on the 
vehicle’s heat and he stated that Officer Coe[ was not sweating. He stated that 
Mr. Kinney was quiet in Officer Coel’s backseat and that he did not observe Mr. 
Kinney yelling, banging against the partition, or losing consciousness at any time. 
Once Officer Montgomery completed the arrest paperwork and gave it to Officer 
Coel, his involvement in this case ceased. 

Video Evidence 

The Hollywood Police Department provided video surveillance from March 9, 
2013 depicting Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney arriving into the parking lot. After 
Officer Coel placed all of his weaponry into his trunk, he removed Mr. Kinney 
from the vehicle without incident. Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney walked through the 
sally port and door which led into the Hollywood Police Department. The two are 
then seen entering into the elevator and exiting onto the second floor. Officer 
Coel and Mr. Kinney then proceed down a short hallway and enter into the BSO 
booking facility. The video then concludes, as the video surveillance of the 
interior of the booking facility is maintained by BSO and their DVR was not 
working properly on the evening of the incident. Therefore, there was no data of 
the event recorded. Approximately 2 minutes later, Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney 
are viewed back on Hollywood’s video surveillance exiting the facility and re- 
entering into the elevator. They exited onto the first floor and walked back into 
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the parking lot. Once they arrived at Officer Coel’s vehicle, Officer Coel appears 
to inspect and/or adjust Mr. Kinney’s handcuffs prior to placing him back inside of 
the vehicle. Officer Coel then removed all of his weaponry from the trunk and 
returned it to his gun belt prior to exiting the parking lot. Throughout the 10 
minutes Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney are at the Hollywood Police Department, Mr. 
Kinney is observed visibly locating the video surveillance cameras multiple times 
and turning his body so that his hands and handcuffs are visible to the cameras. 

Audio Evidence 

While at the Broward County Jail, Mr. Kinney made 7 recorded telephone calls. 
In 2 of the calls Mr. Kinney discussed his lack of cooperation when approached 
by Officer Montgomery. In the calls he advised that he exited his vehicle when 
instructed by Officer Montgomery to get back in the car. He also advised that he 
walked to the house, placed all of his property on the ground and then laid down 
on the ground. Mr. Kinney stated during one of the phone calls "when I came to 
jail under my name and didn’t get a John Doe charge, that resisting by not giving 
you my name shit just went out the window. You gonna say I didn’t give you my 
name, I’m gonna say I did. I gave you my wallet and everything... .And on top of 
that how did I resist by getting out of my car, walking to my door... I told you I 
lived there. 

During the recorded telephone calls Mr. Kinney also stated "Cracker done beat 
my ass. Cracker done - damaged my wrist. Yeah, man. I was - I was 
somewhere, I don’t even know where I was for about two hours, sifting in the back 
of the car with the heat on full blast." Mr. Kinney further stated that when he arrived 
at the Hollywood booking facility "So then when I get in the main - in the elevator, I 
put -- I turn around to -- to let the camera see the cuffs again. But now he’s hot. So 
when I get in the booking area, he tells me to turn around so he could take the cuffs 
off. Grabbed my thumb and damn near breakage... .Then when l’s free -- then 
when l’s free, he grabbed me and slammed me on the ground. The - the people in 
the office told him, "You outta here." They kicked him out. They wouldn’t even 
book me in.....He had to bring me all the way to Broward. I got a case, dog." 

Physical Evidence 

A review was conducted of the GPS speed data from Officer Coel’s Gobi GPS 
system, which is housed inside of his department issued laptop computer. The 
AVL listing data was analyzed in conjunction with the AVL playback from the 
hours surrounding Mr. Kinney’s arrest. The data verified that when Officer Coel 
transported Mr. Kinney from the Multi Service Complex to the Hollywood booking 
facility, the trip took approximately 8 minutes and Officer Coel’s maximum speed 
was recorded by the Gobi GPS at 60 mph. The data verified that when Officer 
Coel transported Mr. Kinney from the Hollywood booking facility to the Broward 
County Jail, the trip took approximately 13 minutes, 3 of which was spent waiting 
for the intra-coastal bridge to be lowered along Davie Blvd. A maximum speed of 
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94 mph was revealed while Officer Coel was driving on 1-95 with his arrestee, Mr. 
Kinney. Subsequently, Officer Coel’s speed data was reviewed and verified a 
maximum speed of 102 mph while Officer Coel was driving on 1-75 during his 
return from the Broward County Jail to the City of Miramar. The return trip was 
completed by Officer Coel in 25 minutes. 

On April 6, 2013 Officer Coel’s Gobi GPS system, housed inside of his 
department issued laptop computer, was utilized by this investigator to determine 
proper calibration and verification of speed data. While traveling on 1-75 at near 
constant speeds of 70 mph, 80 mph, and 90 mph, respectively, the Gobi GPS 
speed reading fluctuated very little and remained virtually consistent with the 
actual speedometer of the properly calibrated Miramar Police marked unit #552. 
The exact route was driven on the same day of the week around the same time 
of night that Officer Coel transported Mr. Kinney to the Broward County Jail. The 
route was completed in 15 minutes, while maintaining the speed limit on 1-95, 
and adding the previously calculated 3 minute wait time for the intra-coastal 
bridge to be lowered. The route Officer Coe[ took to return to the City of Miramar 
from the Broward County Jail was also replicated. While maintaining the speed 
limit, the route was completed in 29 minutes. 

Medical Records 

Mr. Kinney signed an Authorization of Disclosure of Hospital Information and 
consented to the release of his medical records. Mr. Kinney’s medical records 
were acquired by this investigator on April 11, 2013. The records revealed that 
Mr. Kinney responded to the - 

Although Mr. Kinney had stated under oath that he had no pre-existing injuries, 
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On May 16, 2013 Mr. Kinney’s Intake Health Screening forms from the Broward 

Photographs 

There were no photographs to support the allegation. 

Summary of Facts 

On March 9, 2013 Mr. Benson Kinney was seated in the driver’s seat inside of a 
vehicle in front of his residence. The vehicle was parked in the swale near a 
privacy fence, with the headlights off and parking lights activated. Mr. Kinney was 
lying back in the seat and slouching down in an attempt to conceal himself. 
Officer Montgomery attempted to make contact with Mr. Kinney, who then exited 
the vehicle and walked toward the front door of the residence. Officer 
Montgomery gave Mr. Kinney several verbal commands to return to the vehicle, 
which Mr. Kinney ignored. Mr. Kinney then attempted to enter into the residence 
through a side door and was taken into custody by Officer Montgomery. Mr. 
Kinney then refused to provide Officer Montgomery with any information about 
his identity. Subsequent to his arrest, Mr. Kinney’s identity was established 
through a debit card located inside of his wallet. His identity was verified by both 
his sister and the DAVID database. Mr. Kinney was arrested by Officer 
Montgomery and charged with Resisting without Violence. 

Due to Officer Montgomery being a K-9 unit and unable to transport Mr. Kinney, 
Officer Coel transported him to the rear of the Multi Service Complex located at 
6700 Miramar Parkway. Once at that location, Officer Montgomery completed the 
arrest affidavit, which was provided to Officer Coel. After approximately one hour, 
Officer Coel left the Multi Service Complex and transported Mr. Kinney to the 
Hollywood booking facility. They arrived at the facility within eight minutes and 
Officer Coel’s maximum speed is recorded by the Gobi GPS at 60 mph. 

Once at the Hollywood booking facility, Officer Coel escorted Mr. Kinney out of 
his vehicle and into the building. They then entered into the elevator and exited 
onto the second floor which led to the BSO satellite receiving facility. All of this 
movement was captured on video by Hollywood Police Department’s video 
surveillance system. Mr. Kinney was captured on video several times looking for 
the cameras and ensuring that his hands and handcuffs were visible. There did 
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not appear to be any conversation and nothing inordinate occurred between 
Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney during the walk from the parking lot into the booking 
facility. 

According to statements provided by BSO Sergeant Falowski, Deputy Grant and 
Deputy Smith, Mr. Kinney was yelling and being loud as soon as he arrived at the 
facility. Mr. Kinney walked towards the grey benches located at the north side of 
the building. Neither Sergeant Falowski nor Deputy Smith witnessed the 
interaction between Officer Coel and Mr. Kinney once Officer Coel attempted to 
uncuff Mr. Kinney. Deputy Grant attested to Mr. Kinney yelling, resisting, and 
dropping his body weight while Officer Coel attempted to remove his handcuffs. 
During her statement she advised that once Mr. Kinney dropped to his knees, 
Officer Coel had to place his knee on Mr. Kinney’s back in an attempt to brace 
him. She stated that she did not witness Mr. Kinney being injured and that his 
actions created a disturbance. Sergeant Falowski made the decision that due to 
his actions, Mr. Kinney would need to be booked at the main jail. 

At that time Officer Coe[ and Mr. Kinney exited the facility and returned to Officer 
Coel’s vehicle. Officer Coel placed Mr. Kinney against the driver’s side rear door 
of the vehicle and appeared to adjust Mr. Kinney’s handcuffs prior to placing him 
into the rear of the police vehicle. Officer Coel then transported Mr. Kinney to the 
Broward County Jail via 1-95. They arrived at the jail within 13 minutes, 3 of which 
is spent waiting for the intra-coastal bridge to be lowered along Davie Blvd. 
Officer Coel’s maximum speed is recorded by the Gobi GPS at 94 mph. 

A maximum speed of 102 mph was revealed while Officer Coel was returning to 
the City of Miramar from the Broward County Jail via 1-75. 

Summary ófFacts/Findinqs for QffØhse#’l 

Mr. Kinney was transported by Officer Coel to the Multi Service Complex located 
at 6700 Miramar Parkway. Officer Montgomery met Officer Coel at that location 
and provided him with the arrest affidavit. Officer Montgomery stated that while 
they were at that location he did not observe the heat turned on in the vehicle, 
nor observe Officer Coel sweating. He stated that he did not hear Mr. Kinney 
yelling, banging, or attempting to get his attention. At no time did he observe Mr. 
Kinney lose consciousness or fall over in the seat. 

After a careful review of the police reports, statements, video, and absent the 
corroboration of independent witnesses this investigator concludes there is no 
credible evidence to support following allegations: 

Offense # I Ethics, Code of Conduct & Oath of Office (UNFOUNDED) 
Policy # 101- (4)(A)(6)(c)- Conduct Toward the Public 
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While recognizing the need to demonstrate authority and control 
over criminal suspects and prisoners, officers shall adhere to the 
department’s Use of Force policy and shall observe the civil rights 
and protect the well-being of those in their charge. 

Unfounded: Either the allegation is demonstrably false or there is no credible 
evidence to support it. 

Once Officer Coe[ and Mr. Kinney arrived inside the Hollywood booking facility, 
there is no video surveillance to depict what occurred. According to statements 
provided by 3 BSO deputies, Mr. Kinney was yelling and being loud as soon as 
he arrived at the facility. Deputy Grant attested to Mr. Kinney yelling, resisting, 
and dropping his body weight while Officer Coel attempted to remove his 
handcuffs. Deputy Grant advised that once Mr. Kinney dropped to his knees, 
Officer Coel had to place his knee in Mr. Kinney’s back in an attempt to brace 
him. She stated that she did not witness Mr. Kinney being injured and that his 
actions created a disturbance. Neither the medical records from the jail on the 
night of the incident, nor the records from the hospital the following day noted Mr. 
Kinney to have any noticeable bruising. 

After a careful review of the statements, video evidence, physical evidence, and 
medical records, this investigator concludes there is no credible evidence to 
support the following allegation: 

Offense #2 Excessive Use of Force 	 (UNFOUNDED) 
Policy # 102 - Response to Resistance 
It is the policy of this department to act within the scope and 
guidelines of the Florida State Statutes with regard to the response 
to resistance. Employees will use only that force necessary to 
accomplish lawful objectives. 

Unfounded: Either the allegation is demonstrably false or there is no credible 
evidence to support it 

Officer Coel transported Mr. Kinney to the Broward County Jail via 1-95. Officer 
Coel’s maximum speed is recorded by the Gobi GPS at 94 mph. A maximum 
speed of 102 mph was revealed while Officer Coel was returning to the City of 
Miramar from the Broward County Jail via 1-75. 
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After verifying the accuracy of Officer Coel’s Gobi GPS system, it has been 
determined that Officer Coel has violated Florida State Statute 316.183- Unlawful 
Speed. Therefore there is credible evidence to support following allegation: 

Offense #3 Ethics, Code of Conduct & Oath of Office (SUSTAINED) 
Policy # 101 - (4)(A)(1)(a)- Obedience to Laws, Regulations and 
Orders 
Employees shall not violate any law or agency policy, rule and 
procedure. 

Sustained: The allegation is true and the action of the employee was not 
consistent with policy. 

I, Sergeant Rachel Patters, do hereby swear, under penalty of perjury, that, to 
the best of my personal knowledge, information, and belief, I have not knowingly 
or willfully deprived, or allowed another to deprive, the subject of the investigation 
of any of the rights contained in F.S.S. 112.532 and 112.533. 

xc 	fl4 
Sergeant Rachel Patte 

FINAL APPROVAL I CASE CLOSURE 

/ 
Dexter Williams, Assistant Police Chief---( 	 ___ 

(Signature) 	 Date 

Ray Black, Chief of Police 
	

S/23A2 
(Signature) 
	

ate) 
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THRU: 	Dexter Williams, Assistant Chief of P0149---  

	

FROM: 	Sergeant Rachel Patters, Internal Affairs 0’ 

	

DATE: 	May 27, 2013 

SUBJECT: Final Memo IA 13-06 

On April 4, 2013 Mr. Stennette Simpson contacted the Office of Internal Affairs 
alleging Excessive Use of Force. This investigator spoke with Mr. Simpson who 
advised that he had been arrested by Officer Lee Coel on April 3, 2013. He 
advised that while in the backseat of Officer Coel’s vehicle, Officer Coel refused 
to lower the windows resulting in Mr. Simpson feeling as if he was going to 
suffocate. Mr. Simpson stated that Officer Coel charged him with Possession of 
Marijuana and claimed to have found marijuana inside of Mr. Simpson’s vehicle. 
Mr. Simpson denied having marijuana on his person or inside of his vehicle. Mr. 
Simpson further stated that once he arrived at the Hollywood booking facility, 
Officer Coel pulled him out of the vehicle by his feet and dropped him directly 
onto the ground. Due to the allegations, Police Chief Ray Black authorized an 
Internal Investigation into the matter. 

Complainant’s Testimony 

April 5, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Mr. Stennette Simpson who 
reported that on April 3, 2013 he was arrested at his aunt’s residence by Officer 
Lee Coel. Mr. Simpson advised that while he was sitting in the backseat of 
Officer Coel’s vehicle, Officer Coel refused to turn on the air conditioning or lower 
the windows. Mr. Simpson felt that Officer Coel was "trying to make him 
suffocate." After approximately 10 minutes Officer Coel lowered a window for Mr. 
Simpson but refused to turn on the vehicle’s air conditioning. 
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Mr. Simpson stated that after Officer Coel searched his vehicle he claimed to 
have located marijuana and stated "now you going to jail for Possession." Mr. 
Simpson questioned Officer Coel as to where the marijuana was discovered, 
however Officer Coel did not show it to him nor tell him where the marijuana had 
been located. Mr. Simpson stated that Officer Coel then showed the marijuana to 
the other officers on scene. "He was showing it, I guess, to his - to his fellow 
mates..." 

Mr. Simpson stated that he was then transported to an unknown location in 
Miramar, later discovered to be the Multiservice Complex. At this location Officer 
Coel met up with another male officer and his arrestee. The officer was described 
as being in his 30’s, short in height, stocky build, with dark hair and facial hair. 
Mr. Simpson advised that after being in the backseat for a few hours, he fell asleep 
with his torso against the passenger-side rear door and his feet up pointing towards 
the driver-side rear door of the vehicle. He further stated "Get to Hollywood Police 
Department, I was sleep in the back seat of the car. Urn, Officer must’ve opened 
the door. Pulled me out by my feet. I was still sleep. By the time I was being 
pulled, I woke up and screaming at officer, ’What are you doing, Officer? What are 
you doing, Officer? What are you doing? .... the door opened and he grabbed my 
two feet, pulled me out. When he pulled me out, one of my shoe fell off ’cause I’m - 
- I’m -- he -- he’s pulling me. I’m, "Officer, what you doing? What are you doing?" 
By the time I know, he’s pulling me, I hit my head coming down and hit my back on 
the floor. One of my shoes is off." Mr. Simpson stated that this incident was 
witnessed by the same officer and arrestee they had met up with at the Multiservice 
Complex. 

When asked if he sustained any injuries from the incident with Officer Coel, Mr. 
Simpson stated "I’m gonna say -- I don’t know. I’m kinda bruised up ’cause I -- I 
notice I’m taking a shower and my leg right here is kinda scratched up... My 
shoulder from when he was tussling me, this kinda hurt.. .And on my -- my back, I 
already have little back problem so that kinda, like, bring the pain up a little bit more 
than what it was." During the statement, Sergeant Armiento examined Mr. 
Simpson’s left leg and right shoulder; however he did not locate any noticeable 
injuries. 

At the conclusion of his statement, Mr. Simpson stated that prior to meeting with 
this investigator; he attended a previously scheduled doctor’s appointment for a 
back injury which had occurred in October of 2012. He stated that he had a 
herniated disc in his back from a work-related injury and had seen multiple 
specialists and physical therapists over the past 6 months. On this date he received 
2 cortisone type injections, which had been previously scheduled. Mr. Simpson 
agreed to sign an Authorization of Disclosure of Hospital Information and 
consented to the release of his medical records. 
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Witness Testimony 

April 7, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Officer Jonathan McEvoy. On the 
date of the incident, Officer McEvoy was conducting an investigation in reference 
to a stolen vehicle. During his investigation, Mr. Simpson was obstructing his 
investigation and Officer Coel decided to arrest Mr. Simpson. Subsequent to 
arrest, Officer Coel located marijuana on Mr. Simpson’s person. Officer McEvoy 
did not see the marijuana and did not recall exactly where it had been located or 
whether it was a misdemeanor or felony amount. 

April 7, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Officer Marcus Mariner. On the date 
of the incident, Officer Mariner was summoned to Mr. Simpson’s arrest location 
in order to assist with the stolen vehicle investigation. Officer Coel advised 
Officer Mariner that Mr. Simpson was being charged with Possession of 
Marijuana. Officer Mariner never saw the marijuana and was never made aware 
of where the marijuana was located or whether it was a misdemeanor or felony 
amount. 

April 7, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Sergeant Julie Black. On the night 
of the incident Sergeant Black was assigned as Officer Coel’s direct supervisor. 
Sergeant Black was on-scene of the stolen vehicle investigation and was made 
aware the Mr. Simpson had been arrested for interfering with the investigation. 
She was also made aware that Mr. Simpson was being charged with Possession 
of Marijuana and thought that the marijuana was located in Mr. Simpson’s pants 
pocket. Sergeant Black did not physically see the marijuana and did not know 
whether it was a misdemeanor or felony amount, nor how it was packaged. 

April 7, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Officer Joseph Drew. On the date of 
the incident, Officer Drew had arrested Mr. Nicholas Byanille on unrelated 
charges. Officer Drew and Officer Coe[ responded to the Multiservice Complex, 
located at 6700 Miramar Parkway, in order to complete their Arrest Affidavits. 
Although Officer Drew knew that Officer Coel had an arrestee in his backseat, 
Officer Drew could not see him. He stated "’Cause with it being dark and stuff, I 
guess he was either laying down or -- I couldn’t see him." He further stated that 
while they were at that location, he did not observe Mr. Simpson make any 
comments, bang his head, or make any other attempts to draw attention to himself. 
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After completing the required paperwork, Officer Drew followed Officer Coel to the 
Hollywood Police Department and they parked to the rear of the building, 
approximately one car length apart. Officer Drew and Officer Coel proceeded to 
place their weaponry inside of their respective trunks. Officer Drew removed his 
arrestee from the backseat and waited for Officer Coel in order to proceed into the 
booking facility. Officer Drew observed Officer Coel open his driver-side rear door 
and tell Mr. Simpson to exit the vehicle. Officer Drew could not see inside the 
backseat of Officer Coel’s vehicle and did not hear a response from Mr. Simpson. 
After telling him three times to exit the vehicle and waiting a few seconds, Officer 
Coel grabbed Mr. Simpson by the leg and removed him from the vehicle. "After, I 
think, about the third time, I did observe Coel, you know, grab him -- I think it was 
by the -- the ankle or the foot -- and pull him. You know, ’cause he -- it appeared, at 
that point -- I realized he was -- the arrestee was laying down, um, in the back seat. 
I guess he was small enough where he could fit. And Coe[ had, you know, pulled 
him out that way." Officer Drew further stated that prior to Mr. Simpson’s torso 
coming out of the vehicle "-- ’cause I guess the arrestee’s hands were behind his 
back, he was able to kind of hold on real quick. And at that point, Coel kind of 
stopped and he’s like, "Well, you weren’t --" you know, he’s like, "I’m coming." 
He’s like, "Well, you weren’t getting out when I asked you to." And then, uh, at 
that point I think is when he -- you know, he pulled him out all the way onto the 
ground." While he was being removed from the vehicle Officer Drew heard Mr. 
Simpson advising Officer Coel that he had been asleep in the backseat. Mr. 
Simpson landed on the ground partially on his back and partially on his side. 

Officer Drew advised that Officer Coel did not open the passenger-side rear door 
to remove Mr. Simpson from the vehicle by his arm nor did he make any other 
attempts to get Mr. Simpson’s attention prior to removing him from the vehicle 
feet-first. Mr. Simpson was not resisting Officer Coel and Officer Drew did not 
observe him attempt to kick or hit Officer Coel. Officer Drew described Mr. 
Simpson as being approximately 5’6"- 57" in height and real thin. He described 
Officer Coel as 67" in height. Officer Drew advised that at no time was Mr. 
Simpson loud or belligerent. 

April 10, 2013: 

A sworn taped statement was obtained from Mr. Nicholas Byanille. On the night 
of the incident Mr. Byanille was arrested by Officer Drew on unrelated charges. 
Mr. Byanille was transported by Officer Drew to 6700 Miramar Parkway. While at 
that location Mr. Byanille observed Officer Coel inside of his vehicle, but did not 
realize that Officer Coe[ had an arrestee in his backseat. After a short period of 
time, Officer Drew transported Mr. Byanille to the Hollywood Police Department. 

Once they arrived at the Hollywood booking facility, Officer Drew removed Mr. 
Byanille from his vehicle. While waiting to enter into the booking facility, Mr. 
Byanille observed Mr. Simpson sleeping in the backseat of Officer Coel’s vehicle. 
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Mr. Byanille heard Officer Coel state three times "Get out of the car". Mr. Byanille 
further stated "he dragged the inmate, urn, from his feet, urn, thinking that, urn - 
that the, urn -- the inmate didn’t apply [sic] to his rules while (unintelligible) from 
being brought out the car. But the inmate was sleeping at that moment and the 
officer had just yoke the inmate out the car by his feet.....And while the inmate 
was getting yoked out the car, that’s when the inmate had realized he was getting 
pulled out the car by his foot -- his ankle. And he didn’t wanna hurt hisself so he 
hold onto the door. And that’s when the inmate had realize that he was almost 
hitting the floor." Mr. Byanille did not observe Mr. Simpson resisting, yelling, or 
kicking as he was being removed from the vehicle. Mr. Byanille thought that Mr. 
Simpson landed on his shoulder when he hit the ground. 

Video Evidence 

The Hollywood Police Department provided video surveillance from April 3, 2013 
depicting Officer Coel and Officer Drew arriving into the parking lot. Officer Coel 
and Officer Drew placed their weaponry into their respective trunks. Officer Drew 
collected his paperwork and removed Mr. Byanille from his vehicle without 
incident. Officer Drew and Mr. Byanilte are observed standing next to Officer 
Drew’s vehicle waiting for Officer Coel. Officer Coel is observed placing 
paperwork onto his trunk and then opening the driver-side rear door. Officer Coel 
is observed bending down and lowering his head into the backseat. 
Approximately 4 seconds later Officer Coel grabbed Mr. Simpson by the ankles 
and removed him from the vehicle feet-first. As Mr. Simpson was sliding across 
the rear seat, he either grabbed onto or got stuck on the seatbelt, armrest, or 
door jamb inside the vehicle. This resulted in Mr. Simpson’s torso remaining 
inside the vehicle as his legs were being pulled out. Officer Coel pulled on Mr. 
Simpsons’ ankles until he was freed from the object and landed on the asphalt on 
his left side and buttocks. As he was removing him from the vehicle, Office Coel 
released Mr. Simpson’s left ankle causing his shoe to come off in Officer Coel’s 
hand. Mr. Simpson is not observed physically resisting Officer Coel during this 
incident. The video depicted both Officer Drew and Mr. Byanille witnessing this 
sequence of events. 

Audio Evidence 

There was no audio evidence to support the allegation. 

Physical Evidence 

There was no physical evidence to support the allegation. 
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Medical Records 

Mr. Simpson signed an Authorization of Disclosure of Hospital Information and 
consented to the release of his medical records. Mr. Simpson’s medical records 
were obtained by this investigator on May 21, 2013. The records revealed that 
Mr. Simpson had 

Photographs 

There were no photographs to support the allegation. 

Summary of Facts and Findinas 

On April 3, 2013 Mr. Simpson was arrested by Officer Coel and charged with 
Resisting without Violence and Possession of Marijuana. An Offense Incident 
Report was completed by Officer Coel which stated that a small bag of marijuana 
was located in Mr. Simpson’s front right pocket. The marijuana weighed 
approximately 1 gram and was turned into Property and Evidence and 
immediately sent to the BSO laboratory for further testing. Although all of the 
officers on scene knew that Mr. Simpson was charged with Possession of 
Marijuana, none of the officers actually saw the marijuana nor knew where it was 
located. During Mr. Simpson’s statement he attested to being told that the 
marijuana was located inside of his vehicle and shown to the other officers on 
scene. 

Mr. Simpson was placed inside Officer Coel’s vehicle subsequent to his arrest. 
Ms. Simpson attested to almost suffocating in the backseat and stated that 
Officer Coel refused to lower the window for approximately 10 minutes. He also 
stated that Officer Coel was inside the vehicle during this time and that Officer 
Coel’s window was down. Mr. Simpson stated that he started "screaming out to 
my baby momma" which resulted in Officer Coel closing the rear window. Mr. 
Simpsons stated that after Officer Coel raised the rear window "he cracked it a 
little bit, though." 
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Officer Coe[ then transported Mr. Simpson to the Multiservice Complex where he 
met up with Officer Drew and his arrestee, Mr. Byanille. The officers completed 
their Arrest Affidavits and after approximately 20 minutes Officer Drew followed 
Officer Coel to the Hollywood Police Department. They arrived at approximately 
0520 hours and parked on the west side of the building with one parking space 
between their vehicles. Both officers placed their weaponry inside their 
respective trunks. Officer Drew then collected his paperwork and removed Mr. 
Byanille from his vehicle without incident. They stood next to Officer Drew’s 
vehicle and waited for Officer Coel. 

Officer Coe[ collected his paperwork and placed it onto his trunk. He then opened 
the driver-side rear door. Officer Coel bent down and lowered his head into the 
backseat instructing Mr. Simpson to exit the vehicle. Approximately 4 seconds 
later Officer Coel grabbed Mr. Simpson by the ankles and removed him from the 
vehicle feet-first. As Mr. Simpson was sliding across the rear seat, he either 
grabbed onto or got stuck on the seatbelt, armrest, or door jamb inside the 
vehicle. This resulted in Mr. Simpson’s torso remaining inside the vehicle as his 
legs were being pulled out. Officer Coel pulled on Mr. Simpsons’ ankles until he 
was freed from the object and landed on the asphalt on his left side and buttocks. 
Mr. Simpson did not physically resist Officer Coel during this incident and was 
not loud or belligerent. The incident was captured on video surveillance and 
depicted both Officer Drew and Mr. Byanille witnessing the sequence of events. 

Mr. Simpson was charged with Possession of Marijuana and approximately 1 
gram of marijuana was turned into Property and Evidence by Officer Coel. All of 
the officers on scene were aware that Mr. Simpson was in possession of 
marijuana. None of the officers attested to seeing the marijuana and were unsure 
of exactly where it had been located by Officer Coel. This is contradictory to Mr. 
Simpson’s statement where he attested to Officer Coel showing it "to his fellow 
mates." Mr. Simpson’s Criminal History revealed that he had a previous 
Possession of Marijuana arrest in 2010. 

After a careful review of the police reports, property receipt, statements, and 
absent the corroboration of independent witnesses this investigator concludes 
there is no credible evidence to support following allegations: 

Offense # I Ethics, Code of Conduct & Oath of Office (UNFOUNDED) 
Policy # 101- (4)(A)(4)(c)- Accountability, Responsibility and 
Discipline 
Employees shall be accurate, complete and truthful in all matters. 
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Unfounded: Either the allegation is demonstrably false or there is no credible 
evidence to support it. 

Summary of Facts / Findings for Offense # 2 

Mr. Simpson attested to almost suffocating in the rear of Officer Coel’s vehicle. 
He stated that Officer Coel was inside the vehicle during this time and that Officer 
Coel’s window was down. Mr. Simpson stated that after 10 minutes his window 
was lowered and he began "screaming out to my baby momma" which resulted in 
Officer Coel closing the rear window. A review of the weather conditions on April 
3, 2013 at approximately 0307 hours, revealed the temperature to be 70 
degrees. Therefore Officer Coel may have opted not to utilize the vehicle’s air 
conditioning. Due to Mr. Simpson yelling to the other parties on scene, it would 
have been prudent for Officer Coel to keep the rear windows closed. 

After a careful review of the police reports and statements, and absent the 
corroboration of independent witnesses this investigator concludes there is no 
credible evidence to support following allegations: 

Offense #2 Ethics, Code of Conduct & Oath of Office (UNFOUNDED) 
Policy # 101- (4)(A)(6)(c)- Conduct Toward the Public 
While recognizing the need to demonstrate authority and control 
over criminal suspects and prisoners, officers shall adhere to the 
department’s Use of Force policy and shall observe the civil rights 
and protect the well-being of those in their charge. 

Unfounded: Either the allegation is demonstrably false or there is no credible 
evidence to support it. 

1Suh,thäi , . of Facts / Findiqsfór Offense # ’3 

When Officer Coe[ arrived at the Hollywood Police Department he opened the 
driver-side rear door, bent down and lowered his head into the backseat while 
instructing Mr. Simpson to exit the vehicle. Officer Coel then waited 
approximately 4 seconds before removing Mr. Simpson from the vehicle by his 
ankles. Officer Coel made no other attempts to remove Mr. Simpson from the 
vehicle by opening the passenger-side rear door and removing him by his 
forearm. Nothing in the video depicted Mr. Simpson as being combative towards 
Officer Coel. However if resistance had been a factor, Officer Coe[ should have 
requested assistance from either Officer Drew or other officers at the Hollywood 
Police Department prior to removing Mr. Simpson from the vehicle. 
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After a careful review of the statements and video evidence this investigator 
concludes there is credible evidence to support the following allegation: 

Offense # 3 Ethics, Code of Conduct & Oath of Office (SUSTAINED) 
Policy # 101- (4)(A)(6)(b)- Conduct Toward the Public 
Employees shall treat violators with respect and courtesy, guard 
against employing an officious or overbearing attitude or language 
that may belittle, ridicule or intimidate the individual, or act in a 
manner that unnecessarily delays the performance of their duty. 

Sustained: The allegation is true and the action of the employee was not 
consistent with policy. 

I, Sergeant Rachel Patters, do hereby swear, under penalty of perjury, that, to 
the best of my personal knowledge, information, and belief, / have not knowingly 
or willfully deprived, or allowed another to deprive, the subject of the investigation 
of any of the rights contained in F.S.S. 112.532 and 112.533. 

X 
Sergeant Rachel Patters 

FINAL APPROVAL I CASE\&QSURE 

Dexter Williams, Assistant Police Chief  
(Signature) 	 (Da 

Ray Black, Chief of Police 
	

C-1-171040 
(Signature) 
	

Date) 
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